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In the past few decades, large quantities of long-span bridges have been built in China.
These bridges begin to deteriorate once built and continuously accumulate damages
during their long service life, which may result in bridge collapse accident. A number
of structural health monitoring systems (SHMS) have been installed on numerous
recently built long-span bridges, and a variety of sensors are used for monitoring
bridge loadings and conditions to ensure bridge safety and user comfort under
in-service conditions. However, there are lots of challenges before applying the
measurement data of SHMS to damage detection, which at least includes: (1) propose
a damage index which is sensitive to local damage but insensitive to change of
environment; (2) enhance confidence level of damage detection through fusing
information of multiple sensors of SHMS; (3) improve the ability of damage detection
by optimizing sensor placement.
This dissertation aims to detect damage of bridge structures installed with SHMS
based on influence lines (ILs), it has five sections: (1) ILs identification based on the
in situ measurment of train information and train-induced responses time history, (2)
damage localization using ILs index, (3) locate damage based on ILs and data fusion
technique, (4) damage quantification using displacement ILs (DILs), and (5) sensor
placement optimization based on damage sensitivity of ILs and Fisher matrix.
At first, a novel method is introduced to identify ILs based on vehicle
information and the corresponding response in local bridge components. Then, three
damage indices based on ILs of bridge components are proposed to locate local
damages. In addition, a new damage localization approach is proposed by
synthesizing ILs from multiple locations, in which Dempster-Shafer (D-S) data fusion















methods is verified through a case study of the Tsing Ma Bridge (TMB). The IL is
identified from the response time history and the vehicle information, both of which
were obtained from SHMS installed on the bridge. Also these proposed damage
indices and multi-source information fusion damage detection technique are applied
to hypothetical damage scenarios in finite element model of TMB, including one
damage case and multiple damage case.
Then, a method based on DILs is proposed for damage quantification. First,
eigen-parameter decomposition of stiffness matrix is used to construct the relationship
between DILs change and damage index. Numerical cases and laboratory experiments
are used for testifying this approach. Last but not least, to achieve a better damage
detection accuracy, a sensor placement optimization method is proposed based on
damage sensitivity to ILs and Fisher matrix. Its efficiency is verified through the
application of a numerical model of continuous beam.
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